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BC Bucket Crusher
Concrete produc on rose drama cally in the 1950s and reached its high point at the start of the 1970s. Based on an
average service life of structures of 50 to 70 years, there will be a dras c increase in the quan ty of demoli on material
in the first 20 years of this century.
The EU direc ve on waste management (Nov 2008) sets a recycling quota of 70% for construc on and demoli on waste
by year 2020. The European Union direc ve on waste management has set a recycling quota of 70 percent for construc on and demoli on waste by year 2020. Atlas Copco’s line of bucket crushers is an innova ve answer to crushing
requirements on today´s worksite.
Using a rig-mounted bucket crusher, all types of inert material—asphalt, stone and concrete debris, as well as mine,
quarry and trench material—can be crushed, re-used on site or sold. This process requires less mechanical equipment
on site, less transporta on and dumpsite cost. Only one operator handles the demoli on a achment as well as the
bucket crusher.
The four bucket crushers are engineered with a wide aperture bucket and large capaci es. The output size adjusts from
0.5 to 4.75 inches or from 0.5 to 4 inches in the BC 1500. The bucket jaws, which receive the most weight, can be inverted. The top and bo om jaws can be replaced or single jaws can be rotated by 180 degrees. Models weigh from
3,307 to 10,803 pounds and may be used on carrier classes from 26.455 to 132,277 pounds.
Targeted recycling machines and equipment turn mechanized recycling into a fast, cost eﬀec ve and precision process.
Crushed material can be directly re-used on site or sold to third par es. A bucket crusher can handle all types of
inert material and is designed to work in construc on, demoli on and trenching worksites. The crushers also produce re-usable material, saving operators from spending on transporta on and dumpsite expenses.
The use of a tradi onal crusher is o en hindered by its size. Bucket crushers can be an alterna ve at urban worksites
and in confined spaces. The bucket crushers’ ability to pulverize asphalt, concrete and stone in small spaces eliminates
the need for addi onal crushing equipment.
The bucket crushers provide eﬃcient crushing at large volumes. Output can be customized—size can be adjusted from
15-120 mm with an opera ng pressure minimum of 3,336 psi. The bucket crushers are versa le and can fit any excavator larger than 12 tons.
The bucket crushers are low-maintenance, with two grease points, and 30-hour greasing intervals recommended by
Atlas Copco.
In addi on to the environmental benefits of recycling, Atlas Copco BC-model hydraulic bucket crushers reduce the
overall cost of a job by reducing the amount of equipment needed on site and saving on transporta on and dumpsite
expenses. They are designed for use at all construc on, demo or trenching worksites and are even eﬀec ve in ght
workspaces.
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